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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn about procedural generation methodology
Identify the effort in VR environment creation
Evaluate procedural generation in the construction industry
Discover how further gamification can be incorporated in other industries

Description
Designing a virtual reality (VR) environment for the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) industry depends greatly on content building groups. It leads to overhead in design time
for the areas that are not the focus of AEC. Correlating with some level generator aspect of the
gaming industry, the expense of environment generation could be reduced with highly varied
environment design options. Using the algorithms of procedural generation and VR rendering
options, a combination of human-generated assets using Revit, Maya or 3dsMax software and
algorithms can render an autogenerated and assorted range of VR environments in Revit software
or related AEC tools. We will discuss a study of how procedurally generated levels in a Spelunky
game can be related to the VR environment generation for AEC, as well as how construction and
building design can benefit from existing methodologies in the gaming industry.
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Speakers
Saloni Sharma
Saloni Sharma is a Software Engineer in Localization Solutions team in Autodesk
and has 5 years of experience in Software industry majorly in Machine Learning
and Game Development Engineering. In her short time (2+ years) with Autodesk
localization, she has been part for a number of Machine Learning and AI
initiatives within localization solutions team. She has also been part of Autodesk
Product Experience lab in Dublin to deliver VR solutions. Prior to joining
Autodesk, she has 2+ years' work experience as a Game Developer working on
a live game Farm Heroes Saga at King, London. She has done master's in
computer science in Interactive Entertainment Technology in 2015 with thesis in
Interaction & Rendering of Virtual Humans in AR.
Viveka Devadas
Viveka Devadas is a Sr. Technical Specialist for AEC products and VR
workflows who solves design issues for enterprise customer accounts by
networking with architects, designers, the global product support and
development teams as well as the Revit community through support cases and
her interaction on Autodesk forums. With a background in Digital Architectural
Design and Construction Management, her journey into the AEC industry as an
EU exchange Scholar, Design Architect, BIM-VDC Coordinator and Architecture
Student Mentor has been rewarding. It has been a creatively challenging
experience that led to discovering her passions especially in the VR/AR industry.
As an advisor for the XR core team within Autodesk, she continues to explore XR design
challenges that are both environment-friendly, cost-effective and how they constantly evolve,
changing how we connect with people, information, and experiences.
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What is Procedural Generation Methodology?
Procedural Generation is a process of creating data or content algorithmically. Unlike the manual
methods to generate content or data set, it is a method which combines human-generated assets
and algorithms coupled with computer-generated randomness and processing power. It results in
origination of numerous design and asset combination which could be controlled via constraints
and functions set in algorithms.

Categories of procedural generation techniques used in Games Content Design
Additive Methods
Additive Methods include different techniques which builds-up from a small cell to a
colony. It develops in an additive pattern to generate a scalable solution or design.
There are different methods which work in additive format like Tiles, Grammar formation,
Distribution systems, parametric solution, interpretive, and simulations. One of the
methods which is used widely is Tile Mapping.
Tile maps is a very popular technique in 2D game development, consisting of building the
game world or level map out of small, regular shaped images called tiles. This results in
performance and memory usage gains – big image files containing entire level maps are
not needed, as they are constructed by small images or image fragments multiple times.
Besides the performance gains, tile maps can also be mapped to a logical grid, which can
be used in other ways inside the game logic or to create a level editor.

FIGURE1: 2D TILE MAP ARRANGEMENT
Image courtesy: microsoft.github.io
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Subtractive Methods
Subtractive method works with starting a larger workspace and then slicing bits off. This
is the best for last buildings which almost fill their lot. Furthermore, it is a good approach
for generating space plan of a repeated scenario (e.g. second floor of a building).
From a technical perspective this is a very simple technique (simpler than the additive
technique), there are certain methods which can be used under subtractive category viz
Seeded random number generation (Cellular Automata), Prioritisation, Search (brute
force, Parametric Hill-climbing), Constraint solving.
Cellular Automata is a discrete model of computation studied in Automata theory. A
cellular automation consists of a regular grid of cells, each having one of the finite number
of states, such as on and off. The grid can be in any finite number of dimensions. For each
cell, a set of cells called its neighbourhood is defined relative to the specified cell. An initial
state (time t = 0) is selected by assigning a state to each cell. A new generation is created
(advancing t by 1), according to some fixed rule that determines the new state of each cell
in terms of current state of the cell and the states of the cells in its neighbourhood.
Random generation is a process which generates a sequence of numbers or symbols
that cannot be reasonably predicted better than by a random chance.
A combination of cellular automata concept and random generation technique could help
in formation of a random map arrangement. Smoothing is further applied to create a
realistic map.
Random Map Generator Data Structure:
• Map dimensions: the size of total space for map, width and height coordinates.
•

Map space: 2-dimensinal array to fill the map with value/integer.

•

Random Seed: A number or vector used to initialize a pseudorandom generator

•

Random Fill Percent: percentage integer to define the coverage of land-type area
on map space

•

Smoothing: Technique to identify the neighbourhood grid cells to average the
area depending on the surrounding wall count.
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FIGURE 2: RANDOM MAP GENERATION USING RANDOM SEED AND SMOOTHING

In Fig2., Random map generation is shown by using pixels black and white, where black
represents terrain type 1 and white represents terrain type 2. The top two map generation
shows the random map generated with same randmFillPercent parameter value as 53%.
The bottom two design shows the effect of randomFillPercent values on map coverage
with 60% and 45% respectively. This explains how tweaking one or few parameters can
result in multiple environment/map options.
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Procedural content Generation in Games
In graphics, procedural generation is commonly used to create textures and 3D models. In video
games, it is used to automatically create large amounts of content in a game.
Procedural content generation is used in a format as to:
• Understand the design space
• Identify constraints and functions
• Recognize the process
• Select a generative method
• And Iterate
There are various games which use procedural generation methods to create content, levels,
textures, audio etc. Games like spelunky, No man’s sky, World or Warcraft: Shadowlands and
Civilization series creates content procedurally for map, platformer styled tile-based games
widely.

Spelunky
Spelunky is a source-available indie 2D-platform video game released as a freeware for Microsoft
Windows. The player controls a Spelunker who explores a series of caves while collecting
treasure, saving damsels, fighting enemies and dodging taps. The standout feature of Spelunky
is the procedural generation of game content. The use of PCG allows the generation of endless
variations of content that are unique in every playthrough. The algorithm generates the level’s
solution path, before the spikes, arrow traps, enemies and treasures are added to the map.
Each level in Spelunky is divided into a 4x4 grid of 16 rooms with two rooms marking the start
and the end of the level and corridors connecting adjacent rooms. Not all the rooms are
necessarily connected. There are some isolated rooms such as the ones at the top left and bottom
left corners. In order to reach these rooms, the player need to use bombs which are a limited
resource, to destroy the walls.

FIGURE 3: LEVEL GENERATION IN SPELUNKY
IMAGE COURTESY: R ESEARCHGATE PAPER BY SHAKER NOOR ET.AL
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The layout of each room is selected from a set of predefined templates. In each template, a
number of chunks are marked in which randomization can occur. Whenever a level is being
generated, these chunks are replaced by different types of obstacles according to a set of
randomized number generators. Following this method, a new variation of the level can be
generated with each run of the algorithm.

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE ROOM DESIGN IN SPELUNKY
IMAGE COURTESY: R ESEARCHGATE PAPER BY SHAKER NOOR ET.AL
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FIGURE 5: PROCEDURALLY GENERATED LEVEL OF SPELUNKY

In this sense, level generation in Spelunky is a composition of three main phases:
• In the first phase, the main layout of the level is generated by choosing the rooms
from the templates available and defining the entrance and exit points.
• The second phase is obstacles in predefined spaces according to a set of
heuristics.
• The final phase is the monster-generation phase, where another agent searches
the level and places a monster when enough space is found, and a set of
conditions is satisfied.
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No Man’s Sky:
No Man’s Sky is a real-time exploration strategy survival game. The defining feature of No Man’s
Sky is that nearly all parts of the galaxy, including stars, planets, flora and fauna on these planets,
and sentient alien encounters, are created through procedural generation using deterministic
algorithms and random number generators from a single seed number. This value leads to there
being over 1.8x10^19 planets to explore within the game. Very little data is stored on the game’s
servers, as all the elements of the game are created through deterministic calculations when the
player is near them, assuring that other players will see the same elements as another player by
travelling to the same location in the galaxy.

FIGURE 6: PROCEDURALLY GENERATED PLANET ENVIRONMENTS IN NO MAN’S SKY

The game’s engine employs several algorithms that can mimic a wide range of geometry and
structure found in the nature. Art elements created by human artists are used and altered as well
within these generation systems. The game’s audio, including ambient sounds and its underlying
soundtrack, also use procedural generation methods from base samples developed by artists.

FIGURE 7: PROCEDURALLY GENERATED CREATURE TEXTURE AND MODELS IN NO MAN’S SKY

These two examples from old and new games of Spelunky and No Man’s sky highlights the extent
to which procedural generation is popular amongst Game Designers and Developers and how
effective these algorithms are to reduce manual efforts to create uniqueness.
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How VR environment creation have a need for an automated system?
Virtual reality is no longer part of some distant future, and it is not just for gaming and
entertainment anymore. By wearing a VR headset, we can demonstrate a vision for bringing
content into the real world, enhancing our perceptions so that we can experience digital content
and solve design challenges. This advanced technology enables real-life scenarios that instantly
help us understand the space. It does not only improve visualization techniques but allows users
to experience being physically present in simulated environments (e.g. virtual worlds). This has
potential to make designing process more engaging to designers and reviewers by facilitating
experiential learning.
The use of PCG methods in VR systems can help in avoiding repeated environment solutions to
have more engaging design evaluation process. Automated process of Procedural Generation
is used for the simplification of content creation, leveraging existing models, and the usage of
visual programming languages enable even non-programmers to create scenarios to their
needs. The key requirement for an automated system is to select some initial decision that
minimizes costs, time spent plus the expected value of future rework on design.
PCG methods in VR can not only be restricted to use in generating main models or
environments for AEC industry, but variation in surrounding areas can help in getting more
engagement and realistic view and brings out the aesthetics in the surrounding. PCG reduces
the effort of creating and rendering the environmental models and assets individually in VR
environment. Surrounding environments (terrain, garden spaces, pathways etc.) can help
users/designers to estimate the scalability of the design and the future scope which is not
sanctioned for design yet. This provides a futuristic view to the space design with minimal
modelling efforts.

FIGURE 8: PROCEDURALLY GENERATED TERRAIN (UNREAL ENGINE) WHICH CAN WE USED WIDELY IN AEC
IMAGE COURTESY: FORUMS.UNREALENGINE.COM

Using VR for design purposes lead a system to facilitate multiple collaborators over 3D models.
PCG environment in VR lead towards gamification of AEC design process which helps in utilising
time, effort, and cost on innovative design ideas rather on simpler arrangements with repetitive
component.
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Procedural Generation in AEC design industry
With regards to AEC industry, a case of Student Dorm space generation is discussed here as
proof-of-concept of how procedural content generation could be adapted in AEC design
techniques. A computational algorithm is implemented to generate student dorm rooms/units with
realistic floor plans based on design constraints. These algorithms operate within a framework
using real-world parameters to generate countless realistic design units.

Process tools used:
•
•
•
•
•

Revit: 2021
3ds Max: 2021
Unity: Unity 2020.1.3 f1
Programming language: C#
VR Headset and tool: Oculus Quest: version 1

FIGURE 9: WORKFLOW OF STUDENT DORM SPACE GENERATION AND ITS COMPONENTS
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Procedural generation algorithm set up for student dorm space generation comprises of a
combination of both additive and subtractive methods with Tile mapping techniques and
Random Number Generation along with real-world constraints to have numerous designs as
output from PCG methods. There are multiple layers of application of PCG methods discussed
as below:

World Space:
World space is taken as a 2D array, where the dimension can be altered any time before
running the application. This gives the scope of scalability of any design solution and
provide a restriction of a floor plan space to be utilised.

Solution Path Generation:
In generating solution path, the entrance to the world space is kept constant for a single
start of path of travel. The world space is considered as a grid space and every step is
an individual cell in 2D grid.
As the algorithm traverses from a cell to next, possible directions of movement are taken
up into consideration. A random direction is then selected among the possible direction
to make the next step in the path of traversal. Direction movements have restriction for
corner and edge grid cells. Once the direction is selected, the path determination
continues till a provided number of iterations e.g. (width*height/4). Number of iterations
can be identified by the coverage of solution path or corridor area in dorm generation.
This coverage is dependent on the dimensions of the world space. Fig.10 below shows
different solution path generated using procedural algorithms.

FIGURE 10: PROCEDURALLY GENERATED SOLUTION PATH(GREY) FOR STUDENT DORM CORRIDOR
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Constraints:
The constraints which are applied to the solution path in addition to how the
arrangement can be done, could be as diverse as possible. Therefore it is important to
narrow down the requirements and constraints to not over-complex the solution.
The constraints and requirements set for this sample case solution are:
• Type of rooms: Type of rooms viz. student room, cafeteria, washroom is
considered in this example.
•

Solution path traversal distance: As one of the constraints, the path traversal
distance is considered as valuable pointers for general design limitations. The
distance between source and destination is calculated using grid cells travelled.
The source is kept as static location and the destination is set as dynamic location
for simplification of the path of traversal. To enable this, the threshold distance
from Entrance (source) to Cafeteria (destination) is set as 12 steps.
The significance of having the threshold distance from Entrance to Cafeteria is to
have privacy for students from any external vendor visit to Cafeteria area and to
have consideration with food serving timing in Cafeteria so that food could be
catered as first thing in this residential area. It also helps in having a way for
residential space to have any visitors or possibility to cater food to non-residents.

•

Minimum number of bedroom for residents: Another important consideration to
have dorm to accommodate a certain number of residents. The threshold to have
number of bedrooms would help in fixing the occupancy.

•

Number of toilets per bedroom: With constraints of having 1 occupancy per
bedroom, we can restrict the toilet shared by number of residents. The minimum
ratio of 1 toilet to 3 bedrooms could help in having number of toilet arrangements
dependent on number of bedrooms.
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FIGURE 11: DEPICTS AN EXAMPLE OF ROOM ARRANGEMENT WITH CONSTRAINTS APPLIED

Room Selection:
Room selection is another layer of procedural generation method implementation. Once
the solution path coordinates are collected, reiterate through each grid cell in solution
path for the possible direction for a room to be added. Once we have the direction
randomly selected, type of room is selected with constraints in consideration.
In the figure below, a grid space with solution path generation is shown in Green. If the
current cell (blue cell) is to identify the possible rooms to be arranged, then it looks for
the possible directions. Possible directions in this example are North and South as
marked by arrow and then it identifies neighbourhood cells to find out room types which
can fit in the unoccupied cells.
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FIGURE 12: ROOM PLACEMENT TECHNIQUE WITH POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS AND ROOM TYPES

Dataset Generation:
A five-step process is followed as part of the dataset generation.

FIGURE 13: WORKFLOW FOR DATASET GENERATION
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1. Designing the preliminary layout of the dormitory floor plan
A freehand bubble diagram is created as an initial idea of the dorm layout to understand
the spatial planning between each zone. This serves as a preliminary design evolution
road map in the initial phases of design.

FIGURE 14: WORKFLOW FOR DATASET GENERATION

Next, with an array of software options available for creating buildings, a typical starting
point was visualizing the basic conceptual layout of the dorm first via an efficient 3D
modelling software.
Revit Software is used for this process to create initial concept design
• Revit is used due to its accuracy, precision and parametric approach to propagate
building changes as the edits are made in the initial concept design.
• A fundamental characteristic of Revit is its ability to coordinate changes and
maintain consistency.
• Basic design layout is created in Revit and modified accordingly
• A flow diagram is created to understand the private, semi-private, public, and semipublic zones based on inmate occupancy.
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FIGURE 15: PRELIMINARY LAYOUT AND BASE PLAN OF STUDENT DORM LAYOUT

2. Identify generic components from layout
Keeping default layout as the base, few components which are generic and crucial in
dorm space design are selected. These generic elements are corridor, room, restroom,
and cafeteria. These generic elements are selected to introduce categories for
constraints in design space.

3. Set base design model for each component
Revit model is exported as FBX, then refined its rendering in 3dsMax for higher rendering
quality. Once generic elements are identified, model space for each category are set.
Overall building area is standardized to keep the dimensions same for variation in a single
category. Once the initial design layout, and modeling of a project is completed in Revit,
3ds Max is used to produce high-end renderings and addition details.

FIGURE 16: PLACING GENERIC ELEMENTS TO PLAN THE CAFETERIA SPACE
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4. Add details of furniture to individual design space
3dsMax is designed for interoperability with FBX files from Revit, preserving model geometry,
lights, materials, camera settings, and other metadata from a Revit project to another Revit
project. Further, detail modelling is done by placing furniture accessories to populate the
space. Doors, windows, other aesthetics and requirement aspect of a room category is
modelled.

FIGURE 17: DETAILS OF FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES ADDED TO BEDROOM
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5. Asset Integration and Rendering:
Wireframe models (gray scale models – figure 18) can then have beautifully detailed
surface textures, lighting, atmospheric effects, and animations applied through a rendering
engine. Once dataset of individual room types is ready, it is time to integrate 3D models
with materials and textures in Unity engine. Unity has a limitation for not being able to
import .rvt files directly and therefore 3ds max is used for further linking these Revit files
in 3ds max to export models in .fbx format. Materials can be utilized from 3dsMax or from
Unity asset store.

FIGURE 18: CAFETERIA SPACE WIREFRAME –CONCEPT 1

FIGURE 19: RENDERED CAFETERIA SPACE
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FIGURE 20: RENDERED RESTROOM
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Challenges
A. Project specific challenges
•

•

As an Architectural design professional, it is important to understand details about
specific challenges in design such as project goals, spatial constraints, client's
requirements, site data as well as other requirements prior to kick-off designing
using the software.
Failure to address these challenges, results in substantial rework costs due to
design errors and inaccurate placement of individual design elements. These costs
typically comprise 5% (and up to 12%) of total project costs – equivalent on
average to contractors losing $2.8 million each per year, also inflating project
timelines by around 30%.

FIGURE 21: BALANCING DESIGN CONSTRAINTS, TIME, BUDGET

B. Software compatibility challenges
Revit> 3dsMax> Unity> Oculus
1. Revit to 3dsMax
Before exporting a 3D view from a Revit project (.rvt) for import in 3ds Max, there
are a few steps to be completed, which include separate installation of Revit
interoperability plugin in 3dsMax.
Using the link Revit option there is a choice to use the existing Revit file’s
metadata or not to combine entities from the Revit model. An option to rescale
the model and set incoming units must be followed correctly or else the model
appears very minuscule on screen. Check scale factor and units.
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FIGURE 22: PLUGIN REQUIRED AND SETTINGS BEFORE LINKING

•
•
•
•

Inside 3dsMax the Revit walls will display as a mesh or editable polygon
There may be Revit parameters loss during translation to different formats
3ds Max (Lumion, v-ray are additional plugin for advanced rendering)
Material integration errors may occur as these have maps which may be missing
during unity 3D assets import

2. 3dsMax to Unity
Polygon Modelling and Rendering challenges
▪ It is recommended to optimize a high polygon model (by removing
unwanted data such as multiple cameras, lights, etc) inside 3ds Max
before importing in Unity. Custom textures for assets added in 3ds Max,
saved as an FBX model should be ‘model ready’ before importing into
Unity. (also delete unseen faces or objects)
▪ Using default FBX exporter options (that basically exports everything)
embedded textures can be chosen, as this stores the image maps in the
file making it good for portability, but not so good for file size with high
polygon count.
▪ Even though the steps from Unity engine are easy to import any new
asset, there are certain challenges faced in terms of final rendering of
rooms with desired material and textures. Material rendering engine
compatibility across platform isn't seamless - precomputed textures tend
to lose the UVW mapping
▪ It is safe to use custom standard materials from 3ds Max as the material
mapping does not translate well across platforms. It is preferred to create
scenes with materials imported inside the Unity package
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FIGURE 23: UNITY ASSET IMPORT

3. Unity to Oculus
Memory usage, Graphics cards compatibility, CPU
• Memory and CPU are the two crucial factors affecting the performance while
outcomes are being generated.
• Multiple shaders/textures added to the package slows down builds.
• VR experiences need powerful graphics cards for high performance
• Determine how VR source devices connect and interoperate with HMDs to
avoid visual artifact glitch and jittery motion in VR

Oculus Integration:
1. As the first step, make sure to have Unity final version installed with Android NDK
and SDK library supported.

FIGURE 24: UNITY HUB FOR FINAL VERSION OF UNITY WITH ANDROID SDK
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2. Import and install Oculus Integration plugin in Unity application. This can be fetched
from Unity Asset Store.

FIGURE 25: OCULUS INTEGRATION PLUGIN FOR UNITY

3. Search for OVRPlayerController from Oculus package and drag it as a prefab to the
scene. Add LocalAvatar as a child to Tracking Space inside OVRPlayerController.
4. Now, Configure the project to build for Android. From Build Settings, update the build
platform to be Android.

FIGURE 26: BUILD SETTINGS FOR OCULUS QUEST

5. Update Player settings, remove Vulkan from Graphics APIs and update Android API
level for 19+.
6. For Unity 2020 use XR Plugin Management to add Oculus VR SDK.
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Final Output:
Once Oculus integration with Unity solution is done. The application can be Build and
Run for target platform.

FIGURE 27: FINAL STUDENT DORMITORY GENERATION
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Alternative solution:
Procedural generation in AEC industry does not necessarily need be implemented in above
mentioned framework and tools. There are multiple ways to use PCG techniques.
Another way to implement dorm generation case is to gather the 2-dimensional array of integers
representing various room types and corridors. This 2D array can be extracted from solution path
generation and room placements. This array would be of same size as world space for dorm
generation. The figures below provide an example of a 2Darray(8x7) of integers as an output of
procedural generation algorithms and how different integers could interpreted as components of
dorm generation. All the number 1 are marked as green to depict the solution path with number!=0
as room types and 0 as empty spaces.

FIGURE 28: 2D INTEGER ARRAY AS OUTPUT OF COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS

Further, this linear array can be imported to have a 2-dimensional plan and this 2D plan could
be extruded to 3D models

How can we have VR integration from Revit/3ds Max/BIM 360?
3D building design models created from AEC software can be viewed as virtual environments (VR)
or as AR or as 3D holographic images aligned precisely to their physical environment. Images can
be viewed on table-top for demos and discussions, and as precise stable 1:1 site overlay for
accurate location of design elements using VR integrations
VR workflow can clarify project goals early in the design process, assist key stakeholders to make
informed decisions After the system computationally generates vast numbers of design options
with respect to project constraints, it can then be taken into VR as the next step. Visualizing the
design further in VR is helpful for the design team to make better decisions. It save times, enable
better resource allocation, and delivers better designs.
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There are multiple ways to visualize 3D models created in Revit/3ds Max in VR

3rd party apps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insite VR - cloud connect
Unity Reflect - cloud connect
Nvidia Omniverse - cloud connect
Revitzo
VisualLive – plugin for Revit/Navisworks
BIM Holoview (compatible with HoloLens 2) (Hololive app)
Iris VR, Twinmotion.
The Wild for BIM 360

Built in apps
•
•

3dsMax interactive
Revit live – VR add-in (compatible only till Revit 2019)

FIGURE 29: PROCESSES AND APPS FOR VR FROM REVIT
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Example workflows include:
1. FBX: Revit/3dsMax> FBX >Rhino>Unity>VR

FIGURE 30: PROCESS 1 FBX TO VR

2. Plugin: Using 3rd party plugins as an interim from 3D software to VR
Revit > Enscape Plugin>VR: A fully rendered 3D model from Revit can be viewed in
VR through Enscape plugin- this plugin can be installed inside Revit and it facilitates
single click to VR

FIGURE 31: PROCESS 2 PLUGIN TO VR
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•

1. Cloud: Using 3rd party VR plugins integrated in cloud platforms
Revitzo

FIGURE 32: PROCESS 3 CLOUD TO VR

• Insite VR
Installed as plugin in BIM cloud. Can view entire building created in Revit, collaborated on our
cloud platform (Autodesk BIM 360) through desktop VR or standalone VR

FIGURE 33: INSITE VR PLUGIN
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FIGURE 34: PROCESS 3 CLOUD APP TO VR

• Unity Reflect
This a real-time 3D viewer that integrates with Autodesk Revit. The reflect tool allows Revit
users to export files directly into Unity. If a user wants to see what a planned room would look
like with another window, for example, the change can be made in Revit and team members
can immediately see those changes in Unity Reflect.

FIGURE 35: PROCESS 3 CLOUD APP TO VR/AR
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• Nvidia Omniverse
The Omniverse Revit Plug-In offers a simple toolkit for Revit Users to send and live sync their
model data to an Omniverse Nucleus. This not only gives Revit users a renderer through
Omniverse View or Omniverse Kit but also the ability to open, edit and synchronize with any of
the Omniverse Connect applications.

FIGURE 36: PROCESS 3 REVIT>OMNIVERSE TO VR/AR
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Gamification in AEC and other industries
Gamification is a novel term that has gained entry in the construction industry with the advent of
advanced technologies. This term refers to integrating characteristics of game-playing into
business-related tasks as an attempt to create excitement, engage the people involved as well
as solve unique design challenges.
Gamification techniques and using VR Technology in construction industry has its advantages.
We have the possibility of manually creating this or by developing an algorithm and letting the
computer recreate the scenarios for us. These complex simulations will rely on algorithms and
gamification methods to plan the design space, additionally presenting us with permutations and
combinations of design layouts to result in a best design. Gamification can also provide increased
motivation for design collaboration. Introducing Virtual reality enables the photorealistic design
experience with a remote collaboration and reviewing process. This aspect is now very much
needed in remote work scenarios.

FIGURE 37: DESIGN COLLABORATION IN VIRTUAL REALITY

As virtual reality simulations, video games, and computer animated movies become more
widespread, there is need that arises to generate the 3D model content via an algorithm.
3D-models play a crucial part in the planning, construction, and maintenance phases in terms of
collaboration and understanding. Immersive visualization is the key to intuitively perceive all
aspects of the model both inside and outside it, especially in complex models.
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FIGURE 38: ALGORITHMS FOR REAL-TIME 2 STAGE LINEAR PCG IN CONSTRUCTION

How construction and building design can benefit from existing methodologies in
the gaming industry
In Architectural design, the manual design process is long drawn and involves multiple iterations
until the design goals are achieved successfully. A gamified approach has the potential to rapidly
reiterate data multiple times as well as store it in an accessible format. With a novel approach,
you can leverage computing power to quickly generate and explore alternatives to a design
problem.
Game to Algorithm to a VR workflow is a collaborate approach and a tool to resolve space
planning problems. This approach also helps discard unrealistic solutions or placement of design
units. This automated space generation in 2D/3D is obtained by implementing certain set of
decision rules to pilot future expansion placement of design units.
Game-style simulation helps facilitate decision-making and problem-solving skills and is used in
construction safety training for employees allowing them to see potential construction hazards
even before the building is completely constructed. This may also include exercises within game
scenarios
Some of the Game Mechanics of making an experience competitive and mission-based (to make
it more challenging) can transform learning experience for any industry professional to be more
interesting. For example, a health and safety training can be made more engaging by adding
gameplay and with virtual reality support, it can provide real world experiences. This allows
learning professional to make mistakes during the training sessions and realize the repercussions
more effectively.
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